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Marine diesel engines are large units that generate a large amount of heat during their operation. These engines are cooled either indirectly by a closed cooling system or directly by seawater. An indirect method is used to prevent engines from coming into contact with seawater. In addition to salt, seawater also contains limestone and mussels or shells. If appropriate measures
are not taken, this limestone is deposited along with other components in the engine cooling system. The cooling of the engines is deteriorating, so they can no longer run at full capacity, otherwise there is a risk of overheating. Therefore, the engines must be chemically cleaned at regular intervals to ensure optimal cooling. In addition, various applications have shown that shell-
shaped crustaceans, once they have entered the cooling system, spread and multiply rapidly. The decision with Merus Merus demonstrated on different diesel engines, both on ships and on oil platforms, that these problems can also be solved. When seawater is used directly to cool machines, the problem of calcification and corrosion can be reliably reduced. The negative impact
of colonization by shells is similar to high calcification. The Merus ring prevents the further spread of shells and other marine organisms that flow into filters through the system. This has been proven both in coastal applications, where seawater is used for cooling, and in the sea, i.e. on oil rigs and ships. If there is no sediment, there is only a smooth surface for shells. They can't
find a foothold here and they won't settle down. The image on the left shows part of the seawater filter. The corrosion, which is usually very strong, is almost stopped. There are no more limestone deposits. The image on the right shows the disassembled light of the filter. A few weeks ago, right after cleaning the filter, you couldn't see through the light. Now, with the Merus
installation, the light is almost clean, allowing you to see through. Radiator is the main element of the cooling system. The inner beam of the radiator allows the circulation of the coolant, as well as the transfer of its heat to the metal cooling rakes that surround the beam. The fan allows the air to flow, it passes through the slats and dissipates the heat accumulated in the liquid The
BMW X5 M50d Cooling Liquid is usually dark green, but there are recent rust-colored creations. It is very important to use a type of coolant specific to each model of the vehicle. It is not recommended to mix different types of refrigerants. Radiator durits of the radiator are used to move the coolant to the engine, to the radiator. They connect the top and bottom of the radiator to the
pump engine allowing fluid to flow into the cooling system and into the engine block. Most often it is activated by a belt mounted on the pulley of the cranked hand, or a distribution belt, working at the same speed as the engine. The BMW X5 M50d Heating Radiator heat is matched by a small appliance located under the car's dashboard. On the dashboard, the temperature selector
button controls the temperature control valve located in the engine compartment. In a hot position opens a temperature control valve, allowing the coolant of the engine to circulate through the radiator heating and thus allow the interior of the car to heat up. In a cold position, the valve closes, allowing fresh air from the air conditioning system to circulate through the heating radiator
and thus cool the cabin. Thermostat Thermostat is located in the engine at the top of the radiator durit. Its function is to maintain the coolant, thus the engine, at the appropriate operating temperature. It should be noted that the engine thermostat is not connected to the temperature selector button, which is controlled by the driver. Once the engine is cold, the thermostat shuts
down, which explains why the cooling machine only circulates through the engine and heater without going over the radiator. The function is to prioritize engine heating and the efficiency of the deflator and heater in the cabin. Once the optimal engine temperature is reached, the thermostat gradually opens to allow the coolant to pass through the radiator to prevent the
temperature from rising further. While the engine is still working, the thermostat continuously controls the flow of coolant to the radiator, so that the engine maintains the optimum operating temperature. The temperature sensor, located at the dashboard level, has a temperature sensor connected to a sensor located on the engine block. This is allows you to record the fluctuations
of electrical resistance when the engine is heated and allows you to accurately control the temperature of the engine. Expanding the vessel When the coolant contracts or expands, the overflow container is used as a tank. When the hot coolant enters the radiator, it expands and the excess liquid is sent to the tank. When the radiator is cooled, the liquid contracts and causes a
vacuum in the radiator, so this vacuum is then compensated by the arrival of the coolant from the same tank. The tank should be cleaned when the coolant is changed as the residues of the cooling system usually settle in the tank. The radiator cover allows a closed hole to fill in which the coolant is poured out. In order for the cooling system to function properly, it is important that
the radiator cover is designed to seal the chain at a certain pressure. Cooling Chain C-15 1.9 DIESEL DW8 engine with 2/'99 4- 3057 metallic water tube 5- 8137 dte. 6-8312 dte heated water pump. 7-7775 dte metal pump tube. 8-9147 dte, water pump vase 9- 7946 dte. thermostat10-7946 dte. 4-way connection with radiator11-7945 dte. Double the vase on a 4-way fitting12-
3616 thermostat pipe 3082 metal tip thermostat case 3171 metal tip thermostat case13- 3059 metal sleeve On the shutter14- 3544 plastic bridle to connect water durites15- 3595 extension vase 3548 extension vase cover16- 8480 dte. From metal tube to thermostat boxes there are 15 products. CATEGORY ADDITIF FAP ALFA ROMEO AUDI BMW CITROEN 2 CV-DYANE-
MEHARI AX BERLINGO I (97-02) BERLINGO II (02-08) BERLINGO III (08-) BX C1 C15 C25 C3 C4 (2004- ) C5 C8 C8 1.6 HDI C8 2.0 ESSENCE 8 2.0 HDI C8 2.2 HDI DODGING I/II (95-06) JUMPER I/II (94-05) JUMPER XSARA PICASARA D CMAX (0 0)3-08) CONNECT COURIER (96-02) COURIER 1989 ESCORT FIESTA (02-08) FIESTA (76-89) FIESTA (96-02) FOCUS I
(98-03) FOCUS II (03-08) FUSION GALAXY KA MONDE O I/II (93-00) MONDEO III (01- OR ) PUMA (96-02) SCORPION SIERRA TOWNUS TOURNEO (02- ) TRANSIT CONNECTION (02-) TRANSIT I (86-99) TRANSIT II (00-06) TRANSIT III (06-) 2.2 TDCI C???S COOLING SUSPENSION CHAIN I ( -98) CLIO II (98-03) CLIO III ESPACE II SPACE III SPACE III ESPACE IV
EXPRESS KANGOO KANGOO 1.2 KANGOO 1.4 KANGOO 1.5 DIESEL KANGOO 1.6 KANGOO 1.9 Diesel KANGOO II LAGUNA I (93-01) LAGUNA II (01 -) MASTER I MASTER I MASTER I 1.1.1 9 D MASTER I 2.1 D MASTER I 2.2 DT MASTER II (98- ) MEGANE I (96-02) MEGANE I 1.4 MEGANE I 1.6 MEGANE I 1.8 MEGANE I 1.9 Diesel MEGANE I 16S MEGANE I 2.0
MEGANE II (02- MODUS MODUS 1.4 MODUS 1.4 MODUS 1.5 - R11 SAFRANE SCENIC I 1.4 SCENIC I 1.6 SCENIC I 1.6 SCENIC I 1.6 SCENIC I 1.6 SCENIC I 1.1.48 SCENIC I 1.9 SCENIC I 2.0 SCENIC II SUPER 5 TRAFIC I (86-01) TRAFIC II TWINGO ROVER ROVER ROVER ROVER ВСЕ модели SEAT SKODA SMART SUZUKI IGNIS SAMURAI SWIFT VITARA TOP
600 TOYOTA Parts لللل لللل  لللل  لللل  للللل  لللل  للل  للل   Volkswagen CADDY (04- ) CADDY CR ГОЛЬФ 1 (75-84) ГОЛЬФ 2 (84-91) ГОЛЬФ 3 (92-98) ГОЛЬФ-3 1,4 ГОЛЬФ-3 1,6 ГОЛЬФ-3 1,8 ГОЛЬФ-3 1 .1.1 9 ГОЛЬФ-3 2.0 ГОЛЬФ 4 (98-04) ГОЛЬФ 5 (04-) JETTA LT (95-05) ЗАДНЯЯ ПОДВЕСКА ПЕРЕДНЯЯ ПОДВЕСКА - LUPO PASSAT ДВИГАТЕЛЬ ПОДДЕРЖИВАЕТ
(01-05) NOTSAT (06- ) PASSAT (82-88) PASSAT из 82 всех моделей PASSAT (88-96) PASSAT (97-01) POLO (02- ) POLO (84-94 ) ПОЛО (95-01) ПОЛО 95 1,05 ПОЛО 95 1,3 ПОЛО 95 1,4 ПОЛО 95 1,6 ПОЛО 95 1,7 Дизельное ПОЛО 95 1.9 Дизель ШАРАН TOUAREG TOURAN ТРАНСПОРТЕР ТРАНСПОРТЕР T5 (03- ) Новые ПРОДУКТЫ well being at workplace.
well being at work ideas. well being at work definition. well being at work scale. well being at work questionnaire. workplace wellbeing. well being at work quote. well being at work policy
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